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kopy korner

WHERE: ,Journalism Building. Room
RAT.ES: 7e per wor~, 2Q word minimum ( $1.40) per time run. If nd is to
159, afternoons p~efcrably or mail.
run five or m01:'C consecutive days with
Classified Advertising
no chumres th"' rate is re4uced tO" 5c
UNM P.O. Box 20
per word and the minimum numbex• of
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
words to 10.
TERMS: ;l?n.ymcnt must be mndc in full prior to insertion of advertisement.

1)

4)

PERSONALS

DEADLINE for inserting classified 4 :00 .
p.m.-will go in next day's Lobo.
69 MIRAGE are now on sale for $o-rm.
205, Journalism Bldg.

SIMMS BUILDING7

Proposed Department Will Be Funded Tht·ough Regular University Budget

other locations in Winrock Center,
National Building & 120 Madeira NE

A_ Chic<tno Studies Department, Chic;~ no libr;~ry, ;~nd barrio
to mcorporate Chic<tno students, relations.
f<tculty, and the Chic;~ no
Administration of the
community h<ts been proposed in department would be by <t
a study prep;~red by the United supervisory committee which
Mexican-American Students would review all major ch;~nges ·
(UMAS).
within the department, review all
The study w;~s prepared on hirings and firings, and est;~blish
behalf of the Joint Committee on policies, rules, and regul<ttions.
Ethnic Studies.
The committee would consist of
The proposal calls for the four UMAS-;~ppointed students,
immediate hiring by UNM of ;~ the department director, <tnd two
Chic<tno with the responsibility of Chicano Studies faculty members.
pl;~nning and implementing the
The study suggests courses
department. He would serve as the
considered
essenti<tl to the study
Chicano Studies Director, ;~nd
would furnish a report indic<tting of "Chicanism." The courses ;~re a
the staff and facilities required to compilation of courses already in
existence in other schools, courses
begin planning the program.
The proposed department conceived by UMAS to meet
would be divided into an regional needs, and some already
administrative section, <tn at UNM.
Student services under the
oper;~tion;~l section which includes
suggested courses, and sections dep;~rtment would include
dealing with student services, a counselors, tutors, schol<trships,

MAY WE help you 1 Renting-sellinglisting, Residentio.l properties. Walter
Duke Realty. 4704 Lomas NE. ~GB-3932.
10/28

FORSA!-E

1~59

FO:RD, VS, :rndio, air conditioning,
$150. 370G'h Campus, Leave name. 10/22
BUG EYE MICI Sprite, gond condition.
Not running-#4 bUl·ned intake valve.
A13 is $300.00, rul\ning for $400,00.
Overhaul 6,000 miles ago. Call after 9
20G-6548.
200 USED TV's, all styles. Save today.
441 Wyoming NE, 255-5987. 10/23
1959 Ford, four door, good condition~ $260
Call 265·4785, after 5,
1969 Harley-Davidson 350 cc. E_xcellent
condition, $575. Call 242-0749 after 4
pm. 10/20
1966 GTO 4-speed, chrome wheels. Asking
$1300. Must sell as I nm buying another
car. Phone Grant ut 277·5011 after 6
pm. on week nights or on Sunday after..
noon. 10/20
HONDA-160 Scrambler, like new. $350.
Cali after 4 p.m.-296-3247. 10/21
175 cc BENNELI MOTORCYCLE. 1969
model, only bus 1800 miles. Practically
new. Sacrifice for Uncle Sum, $250. 2427235 evenings, weekends. 10/17
1965 IMPALA, automatic, AM-FM, air.
$950. 313 Princeton SE. 10/27

THUNDERBIRD taking contributions for
prose: short stories. essays, reviews,
plays, etc. Rm. 158, Joqrnnlism Bldg.•
all manuscripts must be typed,.
DO YOU BITE your nails? Would you
like to stop? A limited number of people are being' accepWd in an experi·
ment to stop nail biting. Under the nus..
pices of UNM Psychology Dept. Call
Mr. Stephen, 277-2103 for appointment.
10/27

LOST & FOUND

LOST: Black & white kitten: 8 weeks old:
long hair: in Harvard-Silver area; call
242-1557 or 277-4202 after 6 pm.
FOUND: 1969 Valley High Class Ring,
girls red stone. CnU 299-6940.
LOST: Engagement ring, Zimmefitlnn
Library. Please return, no questions.
Reward. 298-3405. 1007 Matador SE.
10/20

3)

High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit

special rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free

FOR RENT

~)

E. ENGINEER wants grad stndent or upperclassman to share large, two _level
house, univ. area. Expenses npprox. $75/
mo, Call 842-9210. 10/17

2)

UMAS Urges Chicano Studies Program

• ••• • •• ••

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

f

Friday, October 17, 1969

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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SERVICES

EMPLOYMENT

6)

COLLEGE REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED to sell Volkswagen bus tours to
Europe in summer, 1970. $100.00 commission per snJe. Write VW Adventures~
P.O. Box 7999, Austin, Texas 78712.
10/16

IRONING-humane rates, pickup and deUvery~
Bngworm and 'Vnsher\vomnn
Ltd. 247-8737. 10/27
COLLEGE INN BARBERSHOP offering
regular haircuts, razor cuts, styling. 243~

Foreign Car
Specialists
Repair & Maintenance
On All Foreign Cars

Over 100 yrs. Combined
Experience

Midnight
Friday - Saturday
SPECIAl SHOW
(Men Only)

STUDENTS $1.50
ANYTIME
3211 .. Central NE

ALL'S FAIR IN LOVE

265-4675

Evenings 7:15-9:35

DON PANCHO'S

2108 CENTRAL S.E./247-4414

I
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!
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h
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3211 Central HE

basis for responsible citizenry, the
study says.
The report says the validity of
the report itself is of no
importance if action is not
forthcoming, and that action
"does not mean the acquisition of
Ford Foundation grants for the
purpose of studying poor people;
nor a government subsidy to dig
graves and bones; nor the personal
donations of historical letters,
books, maps, and records which
enhance a university's name but
do little or nothing to improve
conditions."
The study states the university
must cultivate convictions in the
entire community in order to
study the people past and present,
to learn from the people as well ;~s
to educate them, and to become
<tn instrument through which the
people may truly benefit.

No.27

Two LawyerS Will Determine
Herrera's Workmen's Benefits

AND···

CANDY 12:15-2•45-5,15·7:45-10:15

The proposed department
would have to be funded through
the regular university budget, <ts
determined by the university ;~nd
appropri<tted by the legislature, in
keeping with the thought of true
university involvement in the
;llfairs of Chic<~no people, the
study st;~tes.
The Chic;~no studies department
W<tS proposed bec;~use "the
Chic<tno position is not recognized
by most university personnel, as
evidenced by curricula which seek
to emulate ac;~demic traditions of
the nation's more prestigious
schools rather than to educate
people ;~ccording to their

Monday, October 20, 1969

Vol. 73

Vilgol Sjoman's complete and uncut I Am Curious (Yellow) is a "remarkable
film (which) has been playing for a long time to droves of Swedes, and to
several million people almost everywhere. lt is the story of a young girl who
is, or was. curious about politics, nonviolence, Zen. commitment, socialism.
other Swedes and, to be sure, sex. 11 is a serious film with a noble lheme,
and, in dramatic terms, it is original," says Look magazine. The Evergreen
Film presented by Grove Press stars Lena Nyman. A Sandrews Production.
ADMISSION RESTRICTED TO ADULTS.

TENTH AND LAST WEEK

IN COLOR

ALSO CO-HIT

Educ;~tion.

individual interests and
potentials," according to the
study,
The p;~per also discusses the
histodc;~l perspective, the cultural
rejecti~m,
and the Chic<tno
;~c;~demic status in the current
situ<ttion <ts seen from the v;~ntage
point of Chic;~no students.
The study cites the f;~ct that 12
to 14 percent of the UNM student
body is Chic;~no and that only 3.1
percent of the 1969 degree
candidates were Spanish
surnamed, ;~!though Chicanos
comprise approximately 30
percent of the st;~te's popul<ttion.
Such documented facts ;~s the
high drop-out r;~tes for Chicanos,
the high crime r;~te among
Chic;~no
youth, <tnd the low
wage-earning c;~pacity of the
. Chic;~no are largely the results of
the very system whose function is
to educate and to provide the

NE\N
lVI EX lCD

Free Estimates
265-5901
333 Wyoming N.E.

"HOW TO MAKE A STAR"

TODAY THRU TUESDAY

;~nd recruitment of more Chicano
students for the UNM program.
The propos;~! st;~tes the Chic<~no
studies department should f<tll
under the College of Arts <tnd
Sciences or the College of

Ph. 2.65-4675'

PRIVATE 1:28-3:58-6:28-8:58

C-~~5/cJe

c;.r~-r.~

~

DUSTIN

HOFFMAN
~N

VOIGHT
11
MIDNIGHT
CDWBDV11

Women's Group

A University attorney <tnd ;~n not to sign the st;~tement bec;~use because "the burden of proof in a
the transcript contained some case like this lies with the
;~ttorney for former Physical Plant
cl;~imant," Burciag;~ said.
employee Jose Herrer;~ are "unclear language."
"I advised him not to sign
working together to determine
Herrera's eligibility for workmen's because I felt the tmnseript
Public Hearing
compensation benefits under contained some value judgments
Friday's meeting was the result
University policy, Administrative by Wruter Lewis (Coordinator of
Vice President Sherman Smith Campus S;~fety) which might have of a public he;~ring last week
implied that Joe's injury was not involving Herrera and Smith.
said Friday.
Smith was challenged to a hearing
job-related,"
Burciaga said.
Smith met Friday with Herrera,
by
members of UNM's United
Burciaga
said
Herrera's
signing
Juan G. Burciag;~ (Herrera's
attorney), University ;~ttorney of the statement could have later Mexican-American Stud'ents
James
Ritchie, UNM Vice been taken ;~s a "tacit agreement" (UMAS) and the Student
President for Business and that he had understood the Organizing Committee (SOC).
During that hearing, Smith said
proceedings as stated in the
Fin;~nce John Perovich and several
others to discuss the legal aspects transcript and could possibly have the release of medical records was
of securing compensation benefits damaged his chances for receiving necessary so that Herrera's
disability could be . mediacally
compensation benefits.
for Herrera.
substantiated
as job-related.
Burci;~ga
said
he
felt
there
were
Herrera has been unemployed
Smith
said
during the hearing
"devious
motives"
by
the
no
since June 10 with what he claims
to be a job-rel;~ted disability University in asking Herrera to that Herrera was eligible to receive
$45 a week for 100 weeks if his
related to an injury he incurred sign the statement.
injury and subsequent disability
he
understood
Burciaga
said
while working at UNM on Dec.
could
be medically substantiated
that
a
release
of
Herrera's
medical
19,1967.
records would be necessary as job-related.
"Release Necessary"
Smith s<tid at the conclusion of
Friday's meeting, "it was
understood to be necessary that
Herrera would have to sign a
statement ;~ttached to a transcript
of a July 9, 1969 meeting with
Physical Plant management during
which Herrera described the
National Organization of n;~ture of his accident <tnd injuries.
Women (NOW) members protest
"Uncleilt Language"
alleged "sexu;~l exploitation in
Burci;~ga said he advised Herrera
obtaining and retaining jobs."

Picket Job 'Molestation'
stiirts

Wofnen Protest Dismissal

\'\ed.a:.t.15

"A remarkable film!"

I

'j

'•I
j
1

. l

A two hour collection ol award·winning new
short films by young independent film makers.

ASUNM FILM COMMITIEE
Friday & Saturday-7 & 10 p.m.
.Sunday-6 & 9 p.m.
.$1 for students with ID
$1.50 general admission

.
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The National Org;~nization of
Women (NOW) paraded in the
downtown district Saturday in a
local protest against, "sexu;~l
molestation and exploit;~tion in·
obtaining and retaining jobs."
Twenty women paraded from·
the corner of Central and First
Ave. to Central and Sixth Ave.
The group split up, and
approximately a dozen women
confined their protest to picketing
Halls Credit Clothiers.
Asks Help
One of the pickets, Yvonne
Maestas, told The Lobo she asked
the help . of NOW, and other
concer1;1ed women, in . picketing
Halls. She said she had been fired
from that store after she refused
to tolerate personally offensive
behavior from her employer. She
said the day after. an unpleasant
incident occurred, her employer

she said just isn't true." He went
on to say that he has had stores in
the area for over 10 years with 20
men and women working for him
and had never discrimin;~ted
against anyone. Tarza said he was
contemplating legal action.
Louis Vener, attorney for Hall
Credit Clothing, identified himself
as a reporter to one of the pickets
and asked for a statemettt and
inform;~tion concerning the group.
When the picket asked to see
some press identification, Veuner
told he1' he asked the question
"out of curiosity."
The local ch;~pter of the
Nation;~! .Organization of Women
claims that the molestation of
women by some employers in
obtaining and retaining jobs is not
uncommon. NOW stresses that as
long as exploitation of women
"lsn 't True
exists, women will not be
Tarza said, "I am a young man considered as employment equals
and no't an ugly man, a11d what to men.

told her she could pick up her
final check as soon as the cashier
had it ready.
Maestas said before that
incident, she had made mistakes
that might lt;~ve been the reason
for her dismissal, but that her
employer mentioned no such
mist;~kes when firing her. She said
he appeared the next day with <~
"legal aid" and before firing her
said he had done nothing to her.
Manuel Tarz~t, manager of the
store, was emphatic in telling The
Lobo that Yvonne Maest;~s was
fh•ed because she sent out 40
g;~rnishee letters without orders to
do so. Tarza said that at the time
she was fired, she said she would
get him in trouble, "anyway she
could."

Drama Critic

Walter Kerr, drama critic for the
New York. Times, will speak on
"The Validity of the Living
Theater," Monday, Nov. 3, at 8
p.m. in Popejoy Hrul. His lecture
is sponsored by Newman Forum.
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GRANT HARVEY
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Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
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The New Mexico Lol1o is published
daily every regular week of the University year by the Board of Student Publications of the Auociated Students of
the University of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with oecond
cla55 pootage paid at Albuquerque, New
Me<ico, 87106. Subscription rate is $7
for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion io that
of the editorial board of The Lobo,
N9thing necessarily represents the views
of the Ass9Ciated Students or of the Uni·
versify of New Mexico.

Editorial

Eaton Kills Free Expression
expression on a matter of great importance
to black students everywhere.
Once again, the autocratic nature of
coach-team relationships has stifled free
expression by individuals who are directly
involved in and concerned about the
existence of an institution that practices
racism in public.
Members of UNM's BSU will draft a letter
today expressing their views on the subject
and registering support for the blacks who
were summarily dismissed from the
Wyoming football team.
We have long supported a complete
severing of ties with BYU and we shall
continue to lend our support to any effort
to discontinue relations with BYU.
We also wish to express our complete
support for the 14 black athletes from the
University of Wyoming who were removed
from the football team for leg~timately
expressing their distaste for a racist
institution.

.:.,,The removal of 14 black athletes from
the University of Wyoming football team for
protesting the racial policies of Brigham
Young University (BYU) has struck new fire
under an issue of much controversy on the
UNM campu~ last year.
UNM's Black Students Union (BSU) tried
unsuccessfully last year to convince the
University to sever all ties with BYU.
Officials in UNM's Athletic Department,
indicating more concern .for conference
standing than for human dignity, went to
great lengths to discredit the BSU proposal.
Since UNM's black students first made
the proposal, several other schools with BYU
on their schedules have lodged similar
protests - all of which have been effectively
ignpred by the Western Athletic' Conference.
Wyoming coach Lloyd Eaton said the
dismissal of the 14 blacks was necessary to
maintain team discipline, but his action has
denied the black athletes the right to free

•

Of New Mexico Vocational Educational Projects

The Ad Pushers
By GRANT HARVEY
to think sex is
Everyon.e knows that everyone is supposed
·
d
· IS
· nas t y
okay in its place, right? But using sex m a ver t'Is.mg
and tricky, right? How about drugs? When advertisers make a
big thing about drugs to g~t so~eone to read the ad and buy
the product we get sucked m agam.
.
L'ke in Friday's Lobo. On page three IS a dandy that reads
in c~pital letters three-quarte;~ of an inc~ h~rh, ·_:sPEED".
Immediately below reads, we ha~e, It... . It s !lot a
commercial for the local dealer(s), Its a commercial f~r
Evelyn Wood reading dynamics. Ever wonder how their
students can read so fast?
Page 5: "Has Your Love Life Gone to Pot?" "We have the
nicest place in town to get 'stoned'." This little gem is from a
jeweler.
.
There are also some honest advertisers who have to talk
about the thing to sell it. The friendlies at 401 s;;n Felipe in
Old Town have a dandy little ink-drawn ad for "Pipes, Papers
and Roach Clips", no gimmicks nor come-ons. How
refreshing.

***

Lobo editor Wayne Ciddio would like ~o thank ~ well
wishers for grinding 346 lbs. of potato clups and buthday
cake into the carpet of his Four Seasons apartment Saturday
night. Ciddio, who rec~ive? tlue~ pair .of underwear and four
pairs of socks from h1S little sister ~ c:trrently una~le to
relate or have reported any of the 56 mCidents occurrmg at
the birthday celebration because his folks read The Lobo.

***

Dear Mr. Laidlaw, Sarah was there too.

***

The Suzanne dancers who entertained?? at the football
game Saturday should be obscene and not absurd. Maybe
they were. Then there was a section near the fifty--rard line
full of G.D.I. 's (with a sign too), and a whole sect10n from
Tewa house, and a Tewa cheerleader who stormed the Utah
marching band and the dancers, and a moustached ~op who
took them off the field, and no coke boys all the fust half,
and it was cold, and the kickoff guys from UNM kept
dropping the ball, and we lost, and ....

..,;

..
""··)

..-··/'''"'J,__.r"

.. _;>-··

Editor:

Symphony ~Protests in Music'

.I

· "By FRANK BREWSTER
So you thought the
Moratorium Day was the 15th of
October and that by Friday night
war protest would be a dead
issue? (Excuse the pun.) Not so,
my friend. In subtle ways the
UNM Symphony Orchestra
directed by Kurt Frederick and
accompanying Gary Karr, double
bass soloist, said its musical Amen
to a week of consideration of the
war issue. In fact, the whole was
passed in. review as the concert
progressed.
The beautiful fact was that you
didn't have to understand the
protest implications of the
concert to enjoy it. So many
people came that there weren't
enough programs to go around ..
r,he ''Five Movements for
Orchestra" were composed in
1913 by the German Anton von
Webern. Dr. Frederick's
interpretation of this exquisite
jewel maintained the delicacy and
transparency · of the piece. The
movements are brief, but intense,
just like life itself. The idea is to
savor every little impulse and
place a high value on life. What a
fine way to draw attention to the
most critical concern in Vietnam,
the useless and premature
exth1ction of life. The choice of
Webern as a composer of protest;
is based on his own unfortunate
(and still unexplained) death.
Shortly after the end of. World
War II during,the early days of the

L~ttel'll are welcome, and ohould
be no lancer. than 250 words type-

written, double spaced. Name, telephone number and addrcss muot be
included, although name wiD be
withheld upon requeot.

political ramifications. But I have
a feeling that villager can't see
To the Editor:
much difference either.
Anyone who keeps both their
It has come to the attention of
right
and their left eyes open
members of UMAS residing at
Coronado Hall that the Mexicans knows what the NLF has been
are once again victims of doing in Vietnam, just as they
stereotypes and false accusations. know what the Americans have
This became apparent when Bob been doing. Bombs on Hanoi Biggs reported in the "Coronado the slaughter in Hue; you tell me
Weekly Marathon" the following: the difference.
Perhaps ·sDS feels the NLF
"Poor Ed, he has to put up
butchers
their fellow Vietnamese
with two looney Mexicans for
only
to
drive
the Americans out,
co-advisors." Also that, "The
and
that
it
will
cease when we
crazy Mexicans are driving Lihn
leave.
Knowing
their
immaturity,
and Gervais nutty."
I don't doubt that they follow
Biggs has made it clear that he some such reasoning as this. Or
feels Mexicans are a bunch of pllrhaps they really find no
"crazy" hell raisers. This paper is objection at all to what "the other
circulated only to dorm advisors,
Allied occupation, U.S. troops crowd was the last number. It was thus it does not inform the public side" is doing.
Make no mistake: when thE
occupied a small town outside of the "Fantasy on the G String," of their prejudiced attitudes. We
American
troops pull out and thE
Vienna. In this town, late one composed by the great 19th demand Biggs to prove the above
South
Vietnamese
forces collapsE
night, Anton von Webern stepped century violin virtuoso Paganini. accusations or to openly apologize
soon
after,
the
Viet
Cong wil
out of his house for a cigarette Confined in a jail (the story goes), for degrading the Mexican race by
conduct
a
terror
and
murdet
and was shot to death by an Paganini played his violin even referring to them as crazy, looney,
campaign
dwarfing
their
present
unknown American soldier.
though his strings were breaking and far-out.
daily
activities.
When
there's
not
and he had no replacements.
UMAS
In the second number Finally, with only the g string
an American left in the country
performed by the orchestra, the remaining, the virtuoso performed
and the blood continues to flow,
war protest centered on a set of variations on a theme
the Vietnamese continue to
How Long?
escalation. The composer, Reger, from an opera.
suffer, then I want SDS to repeat
has structured the piece so the
their praises of "the people's
Dr. Frederick helped establish To the Editor:
building of forces and massing of
legitimate government."
How long will it be before SDS
sounds is accomplished so subtly a humorous mood by attacking
I marched for an end to
that it is almost unnoticeable. Gary Karr's string bass with hedge is discredited to the point where
America's
part in the slaughter of
Suddenly, the original theme of clippers and snipping all but the g we will no longer have to be Vietnamese. I live in America, and
Mozart is released by the brass , .string, The audience laugh~ed and embarrassed and infuriated by because it affords me more
over the busy counterpoint, and · enjoyed itself, suddenly realizing their existence?
freedom than I would enjoy in
there is sudden realization of what that this was not stuffy concert
I am usually amused by their any other nation I feel my
has been brewing all this time. music, but side·splitting fun with carryings·on. They display their marching may have had some
The theme assumes new sounds and sights. Under all the immaturity to the point of farce. effect on our part in that
significance, With this piece· the happiness, one might not notice But in lauding the barbaric damnable war. Ii' •I thought
orchestra was saying, "Look at that the theme of t~~ fanta~y National Liberation Front they marching again . would have an
the tremendous consequences of. came from the opera Moses 1!1 become obscene, offensive to tho effect on the NLF's role in the
escalation. Look at the reasons Egypt." Moses •.. who lead h1s sensitivities of even we who 1 slaughter I would do it.
why we are fighting. Do our people out of. bondage, 'Yho realize they are only boys trying
But any reasonable person
r e a s o n s j u s t if y t h e escaped oppress1on, who _mtght to prove their doubtful
there is no way to
knows
consequences?"
lead· us out of Vietnam! ~sn't it masculinity in the male arena of
influence
the NLF.
ci~"'' Karr himself announced obvious? The happy so!Utlon. to Revolution.
.
.
~"'
.
'
'
·
.
v·
t
.
.
departure
m
gettmg
And
any
person or group who
18
h1s f1rst solo as a "pra"er to end
1e na!" m .
.· • . .
Perhaps l am not possessed of
" I·
· al " · . out. GIVe us a Moses who will lead the same omniscent powers one can praise them does not deserve
the war. n mus1c fact •t. 'Y'asa us out of the unfriendly foreign
membership in the brotherhood
prayer, drawn from trad1t1onal 1 d
d
. w'll
be a happ" obviously gains when ono of ruan, until they change their
1
Hebrew chant and set by Max
an . an we
•
"
becomes an SDS member, but
Bruch. In fact of performance it people.
somehow I cannot discern. the way of thinking.
There aro a lot of us who want
was also a prayer, an offering of
The invol'l'ement of the arts in difference between a Vietnamese
personal expression by Mr. ~arr. politics and protest does not have villager dead from American t~ build that brotherhood, and we
It was such an individual thing to be intellectual or stuffy or bombs and one executed by the W11l not tolerate murderers of any
that Dr. Frederick directed all the abstract. But it does need to be NLF for not supporting label. See the error of your ways,
applause to the. soloist.
interpreted. A little thought mag· Communism. I suppose it's SDS. Love all men. Join us. Peace.
Will Andrews
because I am not aware of all the
The biggest favorite with the . nifies art appreciation.

Demand Apology

Lobo Review
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UNM Will Conduct Evaluation
C The ~~w ~exico State Advisory

Development at UNM to conduct
a state-wide evaluation of
vocational education programs,
services,andactivities.

h ouncl or ocational Education
as na~ed the Bureau of
Educat10nal Planning and

U ~~A~ Art Professor
Animates Sculpture
Charles Mattox, Albuquerque
artist whose colorful animated
sculpture is closely linked to
present day technology, has
shown his work in several recent
exhibitions.
The response to his sculpture,
whose humor has its strongest
appeal for younger people, has
often been as enthusiastic as it
was when Mattox's sculpture was
exhibited at the UNM Art
Museum.
In the audience participation
Affect/Effect sculpture show at
the La Jolla, Calif., Museum of
Art, it was necessary to limit
attendance. A large part of the
audience was younger people.
While the middle-aged may be
confused by sculpture which
interacts with the viewer, it is
close to the culture of today's
youth.
At another summer exhibition,
a group shQW at the David Stuart
Gallery in Los Angeles, one of
Mattox' four works had a
malfunction and ceased
responding to the audience. When
he arrived at the gallery two days
later to repair it, it was operating.
When a junior .high group had
visited the exhibition, part of the
group had fixed the electronic
mechanism.
Mattox is a visiting associate
professor of art at UNM. He
orginally taught at UNM during a
full year, but during the past two
years and this year has taught one
semester and used the other
semester for his own work. Next
year he plans to teach both
semesters.
This spring, while he won't be
teaching, he'll spend his time at
UNM using new equipment to
work on computer generated
sculpture.
Mattox will work out a
computer program to guide a new
plotter which draws shapes an
artist never would be able to
conceive.
The sculptor is still the artist
because from the many
possibilities produced by the
computer, it is his responsibility
to pir.k out what will work form
him.
Mattox's three pieces in the La
Jolla show required a viewer to be
there or do something to
stimulate the sculpture to move or
produce sound. The sculpture in
the show would respond to such
stimuli as the color a viewer was

wearing or the talking of the
audience.
Besides the shows at the La
Jolla museum and Stuart Gallery,
Mattox has exhibited four works
at the ·Gallery of Modern Art in
Taos, eight at the Quay Gallery in
San Francisco, and another at the
Acquisitions-Show at the opening
of the new Pasadena Museum.
He currently is showing a
sculpture in the International·
Crafts Show, a large exhibition of
kinetic sculpture at the Museum
of Contemporary Crafts in New
York. Another sculpture is ·being
sent to a show at the Hayward
Gallery in England, an Invitation
exhibition sponsored by the
British Art Council, and one in
The Touring International Show
of the Smithsonian Institution.

BSU Will Protest
Athletes• Dismissal
At U of Wyoming
The Black Student Union (BSU)
plans to draft a letter to the
University of Wyoming protesting
the dismissal of the 14 black
athletes from the Wyoming
football team.
The letter, which will be drafted
today, "will express our views and
support for the athletes," said
Glen Pearce, spokesman for BSU.
The 14 were suspended for
wearing black armbands in protest
of racial policies of Brigham
Young University, run by the
Mormon church.
"Whatever the athletes wish to
do" Pearce said, "we'll certainly
support them. The letter will
probably go directly from the
group to the University of
Wyoming."

The evaluation is required by
the U.S. Office of Education. It
also represents the desire of the
Council for better understanding
of how effectively state and local
vocatlonal and technical
education funds are being used.
The results could be used to
determine whether funding
adjustments are needed in the
coming year.
First Phase

The first phase of the project is
- directed toward evaluation of
New Mexico's four area vocational
· technical schools: the state
school at El Rita, Albuquerque's
Technical · Vocational Institute,
part of Roswell Community
College, and part of New Mexico
Junior College at Hobbs.
Representatives of the four
schools will be given instructions
for completing self-evaluation
instruments. Visits to the
campuses will be used to suggest
any modifications in the
evaluations which seem
appropriate.
The self-evaluation will take
place between mid-October and
mid-November. At the same time,

the Bureau wm be developing data
for the report.

technical training is of special
interest to New Mexico, according
to Tonigan, because the state's
Second Effort
high drop out rate from high
A second major effort in the school may be related to lack of
study will be the evaluation of curriculum capacity in these
vocational • technical education at programs. Successful training, on
a secondary · school level. The the other hand, can attract
method for this evaluation is now industry, or make it possible for
young people to go elsewhere and
being designed.
The self-surveys can be used by find a job.
The New Mexico State Advisory
the area schools, Dr. Richard F.
Tonigan, director of the Bureau, Council advises the State
says, to identify strengths and Vocational Education Department
weaknesses and may lead to new . on its programs, and assists the
director, Welden Perrin,, \p
solutions to problems.
The area schools are partially conducting evaluations required
financed by the U.S. Office of by federal regulations. Chairman
Education under an act of 1963 of the Council is Mel A.
to provide vocational and McCutchan of Albuquerque,
technical education at the James T, Pierce of the State
secondary, post-secondary, and Department of Education is
executive secretary.
adult levels.
Vocational Training
High school vocational

Use LOBO CLASSIFIED ADS.

IT'S SIMPLY A STEAL TO RENT
A TUXEDO FROM SIMON'S AT
THESE PRICES!

COMPLETE OUTFIT:

$10.00

Includes Shirt1 Suspenders,
Cummerbund, Handkerchief,
Studs, Cufflinks, Tie,
Boutonniere,

STEWARDESS
PREPARATORY COURSJJJ

NEW AT FLAIR
stimulating • Adventurous
Glamorous
FLAIR CAREER COLLEGE
9901 Candalaria NE 29/J-5571

Program

COAT AND TROUSERS:

$6.50

FiRST and GOLD-DOWNTOWN ALBUQUERQUE

········································-···························

HURRY
before someone beats
you to this 67 OPEL
KADETT RALLYE
SPORT coupe, 4spd,
equipped with the rallye
package and priced go at
1468

TOYOTA CITY
1100 RIO GRANDENW
242-5000
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Popejoy

Hall

AND THE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE
PRESENT

THE ROMEROS
FOUR SENSATIONAL GUITARS
AND

PHYLLIS CUR TIN
BEAUTIFUL MET·OPERA STAR

Tuesday, Oct. 21-8:15 P.M.
ADM.-International Series Subscription or
Reserved Seats-5.50, 5.00, 4.50, 4:00, 3.50
UNM Students W fAct. Cards-Yf Price
Tel. 277-3121

ROOM

158

JOURNALISM

BUILDING

DEADLINE

OC"TOBER

31ST
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One of 20 in Nation

Racial Practices of BYU Cause Wyoming Incident
(Editox'u Note: When the
Univexsity of Wyoming kicked 14
black athletes off their football
team last Saturday it was only the
latest in a long string of incidents
jnvolving Brigham Young
University's (BYU) racial
practices.
(Earlier this year, San Jose State
University and BYU severed their
athletic ties and last year nine
UTEP track team members
boycotted a BYU·UTEP track
meet.
(The UNM Student Senate
passed a resolution last spring

asking the UNM athletic
department to sevex ties with
BYU. The resolution was later
rescinded when a student
referendum failed to back the
action.
(The following article is the first
in l\ four-part series explaining the
racial practices of BYU. The
information in the articles comes
from a document prepared for the
National Student Association
(NSA) by students who are
members of other Utah
universities.)
Last summer the NSA passed a
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priesthood, Here the document
points out:
"It is the belief of the Mormons
that blacks may become church
members but they may not hold
the priesthood, an achievement
that is offered to every 12-or
13-year-old white male member of
the church. This means a black
man may not pass the sacrament
as the 12- and 13-year-olds do,
nor may he prepare the sacrament
as the 14-and 15-year·olds do. He
may not bless the sacrament or
perform baptisms as those 16, 17,
or 18 may do nor may he perform
any of the duties of the lesser
priesthood.
"He is also denied the privileges
of the temple, which means he
may not marry his wife for
eternity, Because he is not eligible
to hold the priesthood he is not
eligible for the two higher levels
of celestial happiness in paradise,
but is allowed only to the lowest
level.

Priesthood

SUPPLIES

The strongest criticism of the
Mormon Church comes from its
exclusion of blacks from the

God Ordained
"Interracial marriages are
prohibited which makes it
impossible for black women to
attain the highest celestial level as
a woman must be married
eternally to a man holding the
priesthood in order to reach the
highest level."
The Mormons base these beliefs
primarily on the "Book of
Mormon" and the "Pearl of Great
Price." The following is taken
from the "Book of Mormon."
" ... For behold, they had
hardened their hearts against him
(God) that they had become like
unto a flint; wherefore, as they
were white, and exceeding fair
and delightsome, that they might
not be enticing unto my people,
the Lord God did cause a skin of
blackness to come upon them.
And thus saith the Lord God: I
will cause that they shall repent of
their iniquiti!!s. And cursed shall
be the seed of him that mixeth
with their seed; for they shall be
cursed even with the same cursing.
And the Lord spake it and it was
done."
Mormon sentiments on the
position of the Negro are further
summed up by a quote from the
founder of their church, Joseph
Smith: "Darkies are wonderful
people, and they have their place
in our Church."

Set Beliefs
The admiiJistration of BYU has
consistently denied that it
practices racial discrimination,
however, the school is wholly
owned by the church and the
Board of Trustees of BYU are the
same Twelve Apostles of the
Mormon Church. The Twelve
Apostles are the ruling body of
the church and set the policies,
practices, and beliefs for church
members.
The NSA document states, "It
is argued that Mormons have as
much right to their religious
beliefs as any, or all, other church

~

It may be sooner than you think,

groups, and with this we agree.
There is, however, a vast
difference between the words
'believing' and 'doing,' ...
"Any church has a right to
believe what it will, but it has no
right to impose those beliefs on
others against their will. When
those bnliefs are detrimental to
the welfare of others to the extent
of infringing on their right to an
education these "beliefs take the
form of actions which are
contrary to the ideals of our own
Constitution."
The document further explains
the · Constitutional safeguards
against discrimination and
explains the "provisions of our
fundamental law point out that
our democratic form of
government is not designed to give
the majority the right to oppress,
deny, or abridge the rights of a
single individual, not to mention
the minority of individuals.''

resolution calling for "all member
schools presently involved in
academic, athletic, or social
activities with BYU" to sever
relations until such time as BYU
eliminates racial inequities.

.20%
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Merry Christmas from Mirage. ~

DISCOUNT

Shiva Oils o& Water Colors
Brushes- Canvas
Panels- Stretched Canvas
Stretcher Bars & MMe

LANGELL'S
2510 Central S.E.

A~ross

From Johnson Gym

'

VOLVO

66 2dr. Sedan, 4spd, air con-

ditioned, white wall tires, excellent.
TOYOTA CITY
11 00 RIO GRANDE NW
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Miss Ritz Colouring
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Use these creamy swivelstick tints to
play up pretty features, hide tiny
flaws. They work like this: Pearl Lights
for gleamy highlights; Mocha Lights
for contouring; Peach Lights to add a
warm blush; and Pink Lights for a fresh

Naylor, Lomako
Resign Positions
As UNM Deans
William C. Naylor, associate
dean of students - dean of men,
and Lawrence Lomako, assistant
dean of student housing, have
announced their resignations.
When asked the reason for his
resignation effective Oct. 31,
Naylor stated: "Dr. Lavender is
still one of my very best friends,
and I have a great deal of
affection for the UNM students.
Lomako said his resignation,
effective Nov. 30, was due to
personal reasons. "I will stay here
in Albuquerque and sell life
insurance," he said.
Lavender also announced that
Charles P. Roberts would succeed
Naylor, Roberts joined the UNM
staff this year as assistant dean of
students.
Roberts, 31, is a UNM graduate
and former Lobo football player.

glow of colour ...................... stick 3.50
Rhodes Cosmetics

October 2024, consult with Miss Marcia Rodieck,
get BgAUTY BONUS with 3.50 purchase.

MISS RITZ WEEK AT RHODES,

DO

YOUR THING
r

In this sporty 64 MGH

I'

I

Roadster, four on the
floor, bucket seats,
radio, heater, white
with black top and in·
terior.

T- VI Holds Health 'Cf1arrette'

A community-wide attempt to
develop "Health Related
Occupations" training through
Technical· Vocational Institute
(T-VI) will be described Oct. 21 at
3p.m.
The intensified. workshop,
called a "ch.arrette," is sponsored
by UNM's Bureau of Educational
Planning and Development,
UNM's department of
architecture, and Albuquerque's
T-Vl.
The program is one of only 20
in the nation designed to develop
model programs for national use.
The health -related cb.arrette is

LOUISIANA AND MENAUL. MONDAY, WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY, 10 TO

TUESDAY, THURSDAY AND SATURDAY 10 TO 6; PHONE 298-8711.

financed by a $14,000 Federal
grant,
Administering the worlrshop is
Dr. Clarence Richard of the
Bureau of Educational Planning
and Development. He accepted
that position after retiring as Los
Alamos schools superintendent.

"We intend to look at all of
Albuquerque from a health
standpoint," Richard said. "We'll
determine what is available, what
occupational training should be
p-rovided for health and
health-related occupations, and
how it's to be done,"

The charrette will be held in the
Albuquerque Public Schools
administration building at 3 p.m.
Its purpose is to demonstrate to
those involved how a serious
educational
architectural
problem can be analyzed and
resolved in a very short,
concentrated effort.
Co-chairmen of the planning
committee are Dr. Richard
Tonigan, director of the Bureau of
Educational Planning and
Development, and Dr. Don
Schlegel, chairman of UNM' s
Department of Architecture.

THIS CAN GET YOUR

HEAD TOGETHER

Check out the license, rabies
shots, and leash on your pooch
before the dogcatcher does. The
Albuquerque Department of
Animal Control is making the
rounds looking for animal
offenders.

Doggie Control

International Artist

Will Exhibit: Paintings
An exhibition of paintings by French newspapers,· "and
•John Skolle, an artist with an illustrating books for an
international career who is Amsterdam publisher.
In 1960 and 1961 he was the
presently ass!'ciate director of
A!buquerque's Art Center School, recipient of fellowship grants for
will open Sunday, Oct. 26 at ' creative painting and writing from
Jonson Gallery.
the Helen Wurlitzer Foundation.
Ti.tle?, "Int~rp~etati?ns of One result was his biography of
Mextco, the exhtbttlon will show Mrs. Wurlitzer, "The Lady of the
works done during the past year. Casa."
B~rn of Bohemian. par~nts, he
His other writing has included
studted at th_e Umve~s1ty . a":d magazine articles on art and
Academy of Fme Arts m Letpztg archaeology. "New Mexico
and later at the Art Students Quarterly" published his short
League in. New y~rk. He has been story, "Herr Bauer."
an Amertcan ctttzen for ~any
His painting is included in public
years, and has been assoetated collections such as those of the
with New Mexican art life since the Dallas Museum of Fine Arts,
1942.
the Roswell Museum, and Jonson
He has also t~avelt:;d and worked Gallery, as well as many private
elsewhere. He hved m London for collections here and abroad
He has exhibited ~idely.
several years, and maintained a
studio in the south of France, One·man shows at the Denver Art
painting, making drawings for Museum, Bonestell Gallery in New
York, Santa Barbara Art Museum,
Seattle Art Museum, Princeton
University and Jonson Gallery
highlight his many showings. They
also include those at the Museum
of Modern Art in New York, the
National Gallery in Washington,
Carnegie Institute in Pittsburgh,
Palace of the Legion of Honor in
San Francisco, Santa Fe's Museum
Erik Ronhovde, a foreign of New Mexico, and earlier
service officer with the U.S. exhibitions at Jonson Gallery.
Department of State, Friday
The public is invited to the
concluded a visit to UNM where opening and reception Sunday
he discussed career foreign service from 3 to 6 p.m. and can meet the
opportunities with graduate and artist there. Jonson Gallecy is at
undergraduate students.
1909 Las Lomas NE.
Ronhovdc, who has held
diplomatic positions in Berlin and
Vienna, now is Special Assistant
to the Counsellor of the State
Department.
For persons interested in
diplomatic careers, the next
written e:s:amination for tlle
foreign service will be held on
Dec. 6 at locations throughout the
world.
Applications may be obtained
from UNM· Placement Center.
Candidates must be at least 21
years old (if they have completed
OPEN
their junior year of college they
II A.M.
may be 20) and uttder 31 years of
DAILY
age and must have been citizens
for at least 71/o years at the time of
the examination.

Career Diplomat
Concludes Visit;
Discusses Roles

TOYOTA CITY
1100 Rio Grande NW
242·5000
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Lead your own life.
Enjoy it.
Don't let life let you down
because of a silly headache. Happiness is as far
away as an Anacin® bottle.
Anacin is twice as strong
in the specific pain reliever doctors recommend most as the other
well known extra strength
tablet.
Anacin may not bend
your mind, but it sure will
get your head together.

THE MINI-BUS
SUBARU VAN
What's the matter? You got a problem? Slumlords bugging
you? House mother won't wash your socks? Thirty-seven people
in the shower just too much? Be your own roommate! All it takes
is a Subaru.
Our price, cheap. Not bad for a van that gets up to

57 MILES PER GALLON
Who knows. Eve"' if you just drove it and saved your gas f1'loney
you could afford to live someplace else. And laugh at your local
gas station. After all, he's f.ooting the bill. Drive a mini-bus
today!
DOWNTOWN IMPORTS
. ' INC.
.

524 FOURTH STREET, N.W.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87101
·

* plus d/h and' local freight
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sports
fortune
I·-,.

Utah's Redskins utilized a
strong running attack and a clutch
defense to tomahawk the Lobos
24-0 at University Stadium
Saturday night.
Played on a cold and nasty
night with wind gusts up to 40
miles an hour, UNM fought the
favored Redskins to almost a
standstill the first half. With 4:39
remaining in the first half, though,
the Utes recovered a Lobo fumble
at the UNM 34 and forced it on in

for the score.
It was the only score of the first
half and sent the Redskins to the
locker room at halftime with a 7-0
lead. The Utes were a consensus
14-point favorite to win the game.
The second half, Utah came out
with the wind at their red-clad
backs and picked up 10 crucial
points in the third quarter before
finally adding another in the final
stanza.
The
was the first one in

TEREDSDNIC
ECJUIPMENT
5003 MENAUL BLVD., N.E.
PHCNE 268·4227 ,
STEREO SOUND IS OUR SPECIAlTY
~--~~ers: Scott, Har.man Kcrdon, Monarch, Panasonlc
Car Stereos 8 Track or Cassettes
Tope Recorders: Roberts, Ampex, and Norelco
Reel to Reel 8 Track end Cassettes
Miracord Record Changers and (EMf)
Benjamin Speakers
.
In All Sizes end Prices
Record Your 8 Track Cartridge or Cassette
Out Of Your Records Free

a

nine years that UNM had been
shut-out at home. And it was the
first since Rudy Feldman took
over the coaching reins here that
one of his teams had bec:ln zeroed.
"Utah played very agressive
defense," said a - disappointed
Rudy Feldman after the game.
"Every time they didn't stop us,
though, and we started moving
we'd make mistakes,"
"I think we were ready to play
when we came out here," said
Feldman, "but everytime our
offense started moving we'd stop
ourselves. We lost five fumbles
and had one pass intercepted.
That's six turnovers."
The Lobos lost five fumbles but
only one helped account fora
Utah touchdown. The other four
served only to stop and frustrate
the Lobo offense."
"This is the -first game this
year," said Feldman, "That'd we

68 Chevrolet Malibu

2dr. Hardtop, V-8, Automatic, power steering, radio, air

TOYOTA CITY
1100 Rio Grande NW 242-5000

have 'em drop the ball like that.
In the first half, if we hadn't
fumbled it would have been 0-0 at
halftime. And if we hadn't
dropped a pass late in that half we
might l!ven have been ahead at
halftime."
During the second half, Utah
broke the game open with 17
second-half points. Feldman was
asked what caused this. "I think it
was probably the fatigue factor,"
said Feldman. "Utah began using
their seconds to play our people
who had been there for the entire
game. The best teams in the
country have 44 good players. We
just don't have that kind of depth
at all of our positions yet."
Sam Scarber, UNM's talented

By CHARLES WOOD
. Lobo ~porn Editor

The Lobos may be down but they're certainly not out for
the rest of the season, UNM's WAC football title aspirations
were disuolved two weeks ago with the loss to Brigham
Young up at Provo.
But the Lobos, whose won-lost record dipped to 1-4 after
the Utah game, can still be a spoiler. They proved they can
do it already with a big upset victory over Kansas.
The number of prime upset targets left on the Lobo
schedule is tantalizing. Among the number are WAC
contendors Arizona State, Arizona, and certainly not least
Wyoming. It is doubtful if any of these teams will be looking
past UNM after what the Lobos did to Kansas, But for every
team the Wolfpack can beat, the easier it will be to make a
name for themselves. And given one or two seasons, the
Lobos are going to have a name.

fullback, churn!!d out 100 yards
on 21 carries. Leading the Lobo
defense were linebacker Houston
Ross and junior tackle Rodney
Wallace. Ross made 8 unassisted
tackles and 11 assisted in addition
to a pass interception. Wallace, a
tackle, made 2 unassisted tackles
and 13 assisted.
Other good news in the Lobo
camp was from the injury list.
"We had nobody hurt tonight,"
said Feldman, ''And we'll
probably be at better strength
next week at Arizona. Bob Gaines
will probably be back next week.
He didn't suit out tonight. And
there is a good chance Phil
Franczyk will be back. We've got
to be ready for Arizona .''
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Pikes Continue To Lead
Top 10 Despite Sig Loss
Pi Kappa Alpha lost its first
game of the year but not their
grip on first place in this week's
Top Ten Poll. Law School
continued its drive upward and
·moved into the third slot behind
Phi Delta 'rheta. Sigma Alpha
Epsilon dropped one position
even though they hold an
identical record as the Pikes and

4}.

4}.

l:J.

Top Ten
Pi Kappa Alpha (7·1) (4) .... 75
Phi Delta Theta (7-1) (2) .... 65
Law School (6-0) (1) ......... 58
Sigma Alpha Epsilon (7-1) .... 57
1
• 5, Tewa (7-0) (1) ................ 55
6. Sigma Chi (6-2) ................ 43
7. Mother Careys Chickens (5·1) • ,31
8. Pueblo (5-2)
......... , ........ 21
9. Phi Gamma Delta ( 5·3) ......... 15
10. NROTC (4-2) .......... , ......... 7
Alpha Tau Omega (4·5) ........ 7
(Records and first place votes in paren·
thesis)
1.
2.
3.
4.

the Phi Delts.
Pueblo jumped from tenth to
eight with a 45-6 whalloping of
Mescalero Thursday. Alpha Tau
Omega made its first appearance
on the poll despite a losing record.

);}-
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Today's Schedule
FIELD~

Phi Sigma Kappa (0·8) vo. Lambda
Chi Alpha (0·8) ................. 4:30
FIELD 2
Sigma Alpha Epsilon ( 7·1) VB.
Kappa Sigma (1-7) ............ 4:30
FIELD 4
Phi Gnlllma Delta (5-3) vs. Pi Kappa
Alpha (7-1) ..................... 4:30
FIELD 5
Kappa Alpha ( 4-4) vs. Phi Delta
Theta (7-1) .• , .•...•..••••...• 4:30
FIELD 6
Alpha Kappa Lambda ( 4-5) vs.
Sigma Chi (6-2) ................ 4 :30

Utah Coach Bill Meek was not only pleased with his team's showing
against UNM Saturday night but was very excited as well.
"We weren't real sharp tonight,"· smiled the white-haired mentor,
"But it feels real good to win when you're not real sharp."
The game was a tight one the first half but the final stanza was a
different story. "We moved into command the second half," said Meek,
"Our reserves coasted down the field pretty well but our first team had
already rocked New Mexico down by that time, That will happen to a
young team when they get pretty far behind. Besides, our seconds are
always eager to play."
"Our Defense Did A Real Fine Job."
Meek was pleased with the performance of his defense. "Our
containment was fine," said Meek, "Our defense did a real fine job but
they hurt us several times on the inside. (Sam) Scarber and (Dave)
Bookert are two of the finest running backs in the conference. In fact, I
was impressed by their whole, fine backfield. Both of their young
quarterbacks (Frank Gorman and Rocky Long) did a fine job too."
"They gave us a fine game," Meek said. "As I told Rudy (Feldman)
after it was over, he has a real fine crew there. They're young and they
shouldn't hang their heads down."
Meek said that he was only disappointed with two things Saturday
night. "Our quarterback, Ray Groth, had a bad night passing," frowned
the Ute mentor, "And our starting halfback, Billy Hunter, apparently
tore a rib cartilage.
Meek Disappointed With Groth's Passing.
Groth, who was named All·WAC quarterback by UP! last season, is·
generally considered the finest quarterback in the conference this year.
Meek told The Lobo last week that, "I wouldn't trade Groth for any
other quarterback in the WAC." Despite this, Groth could only
complete 1 of 9 passes Saturday against the lobos and had two
intercepted.
"The wind was definitely a factor in his bad passing," explained
Meek, "Of course, the wind hurt both teams' passing game. It was one
of the strongest winds I've seen in a long time,"
ThC! Utes upped their record to 4·1 overall and 3·0 in the WAC with
the win. Sparring a miracle, the WAC crown will probably be decided
on Nov. 8 when the Redskins and unbeaten Wyoming clash at Salt
Lake. We asked the conservative Meek what he thought his chances
were after his win over the Lobos. "Better than they were " Grinned
the Ute mentor, "But it's still a long haul."
'
Meek was also asked if he thought the removal of 14 Blacks from the
Wyoming team would seriously damage the Cowboys for the rest of the
year. "It didn't hurt them today," said Meek in reference to the 'Pokes
40·7 thrashing of BYU. "That shows you what kind of depth they have
up there when they lose 14 players and still come through with that
kind of performance."

2615 Isleta Blvd. SW

• LOOK into the engineering opportunities open in rural elec-

trification and telephony
• ASK your Placement Office for pamphlets telling what the
Rural Electrification Administration offers for a challenging
career with all advantages of Federal Civil Service
• SIGN UP for a personal interview with the R/A Recruiting
Representative w~o will be at your Placemlfe"'nt~~~
Office October 27, 1969
NO DISCRIMINATION

Utah's Bob Knight
makes spectacular catch.
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ACTUAL
SIZE

we have it .

Every Monday 9 AM to 12 PM

Eat in our large dining room or take it home·
2400 Central SE Across From Campus
We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call. 242~7340

/J

If you were always near a socket
when you needed a shave, that
would be one thing.
But you aren't.
You're all over the place.
So you need a shaver that goes where
it's happening.
A shaver like the brand·new batteryoperated Norelco Cordless 208.
With floating heads that fit the curves
of a man's face.
And self-sharpening blades inside those
floatingheadsthatshavecloseandsmooth

• •

39c

Two Potties of Beef, Lettuce, Tomatoes and Cheese
with a Special Country Born Sauce

i
!

5250 Lomas Blvd, t>lE

SPEED

Barn Burger Special

.

Basketball
Colorado University's basketball
team was stunned last week when
7-3 center Ron Smith withdrew
from school and announced he
was transferring to Wichita State
University.

VW Parts-All Accessories

Country Barn

only

Junior Bill Schrandt captured
first place to help lead UNM's
harriers to their first win of the
ye~ Saturday as the Lobos beat
Utah 28-30 at Albuquerque. In
cross-country, low score wins.
Lobos Mike Butler and Ron
Haynes finished right behind
Schrandt for the defending WAC
champion Wolfpack.

RODGERS & CO. INC.

Recognition is still pouring in for Coach Rudy Feldman
and our young and talented football team after UNM's big
win over Kansas. The latest was published in this week's
Football News, which is probably the best football weekly in
the country.
The article, written by Detroit columnist Gar Yarbro, ran
.under the headline "Three Cheers For Rudy Feldman.". The
article read:
"If you are a New Mexico fan you know who Rudy
Feldman is. He was named UPI Coach of the Week for his
upset win over Kansas, 16-7. The Lobos were at least a three
touchdown underdog. So it ranks as college football's top
upset so far, and may be the biggest one of the season.
Feldman is in his second season as head football coach at
New Mexico. Last season they lost all ten games, and the
season before he arrived they lost nine in a row. Last year,
this same Kansas team demolished New Mexico 68-7. So
revenge was sweet. Feldman had been an assistant coach
under Eddie Crowder at Colorado. He played his college
football at UCLA and was a guard in the 1954 Rose Bowl
game when his team lost to Michigan State 28-20."
For Paul Fogarty it was the final game of his senior year,
and his last chance to play in a Notre Dame game. For three
long years Paul had ridden the bench, impatient and eager for
his chance. Now the minutes were ticking away and Fogarty
was in deep dumps as he squirmed unhappily in his seat on
the sidelines. Suddenly there was a tremendous pile-up on the
field. The players rose slowly from the turf until all but one
of them were back on their feet. Coach Knute Rockne sprang
up, anxious and worried and dashed out on the field to see
what had happened to his stricken player. There was a
moment's hasty discussion and the great coach came back to
the bench, his eyes darting up and down the row of
substitutes.
"Fogarty," he barked.
.
.
Paul leaped to his feet. At last his chance to wm a vars1ty
letter had come. "Yes, coach!" he gasped, his heart leaping
wildly in his chest.
" , .
.
"Get out there quick!" shouted Rockne. 0 Bnen npped
his pants. Give him yours!"

*
*
Utes' Meek Pleased
Wit:h Uta·h's Showing

Cross· Country

Duhe Buggy Bodies

***

*

Sports
Brliefs

every doy. Tl1e Norelco unique rotary action keeps the blades sharp while it
strokes off whiskers. Every time you shave.
The Norelco Cordless gives you close
shaves anywhere. Up to 30 days of shaves
on only 4 penlight batteries.
Handsomely styled in jet black and
chrome, there's even a mirror inside the
cap. So you can see what you're shaving.
And it's small enough to fit your pocket.
Very self-sufficient.
All ready to sock it to your beard.

·,
. (

&vctg11 Wood READING
207 Dartmouth NE

.

DYNAM.tcs

Alotelco®

Even on a beard like yours.

265-6761
©1969North American Philips Corporation, 100 East 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10017
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Mooday, Qctober 20, 1969

Campus I:Jriefs
Student Delegation

A delegation of UNM students
will appear before the New
Mexico Legislature's universities
investigating committee Oct. 24
on the invitation of committee
chairman, Sen. I.M. Smalley,
The delegation will be selected
by ASUNM president Ron Curry,
The request from Smalley came in
a response to a letter from Curry
requesting the committee to hear
''a representative sampling" of
student opinion.

Volunteers
Volunteers are needed to work
in the United Nations Center Gift
Shop in Old Town. The shop is
run by the Albuquerque chapter
of the United Nations
Association, a non-profit
organization that supports . UN
projects and policies. People who
are able to work any 4 hour shift
a month are asked to call Mrs.
Dorothy Recceconi, 243·4950.

SOC Films

A former national editor for the
Institute, Dr. Wengerd has served
on the group's advisory board for
the last five years.

Full information concerning the
program may be obtained ffrom
the UNM NROTC Unit, Navy
recruiting stations and college and
high school counselors.

Three Advisors,
One Instructor
Join ROTC Staff

Four instructors have joined the
staff of the Naval Reserve Officer
Training Corps at UNM.
New staff members are Maj.
f)avid Hancock, Marine officer
Van Deren Coke
Van Deren Coke, chairman of instructor-advisor; Lt. Gary
the department of art at UNM has Genson, junior and sophomore
two articles published in the instructor-advisor; Lt. Col.
current "Creative Camera," a Richard B. DeWitt, executive
periodical published in England. officer; and Lt. Glenn J.
senior
They are "Notes for Young Catchpole,
Photographers" and "The Use of instructor-advisor.
Maj. Hancock ~eceived his
Camera Distortion by 20th
bachelor
degree in 1961 from
Century Artists."
George Pepperdine College and his
master's degree from Pepperdine
Pediatrician
College and UCLA in 1965. He
joined the Marine Corps in 1961.
Dr. Patricia Moehrig Mershon · Lt. Genson received his
has been named assistant bachelor degree from the
professor of pediatrics at UNM University of Washington in
School of Medicine.
psychology in 1964 and has been
She received her B.S., M.A. and in the Navy since 1964.
Ph.D. degrees from UNM. Her
A graduate of the Naval
special interests are in the area of Academy, U. Col. DeWitt also
speech pathology and mental attended the University of
retardation.
Maryland and the University of
Dr. Mershon has worked in Nevada. He served as an instructor
elementary education at Mark at the NavalvAcademy for three
Twain elementary school and in years.
special education at Barcelona
A University of Wyomi~g
elementary school. She also is an graduate with a B.S. 111
education and language specialist engineering, Lt. Catchpole is a
at the Mental Development member of Sigma Tau and the
Center, which is staffed by the American Society of Aeronautical
medical school's Department of and Astronautical Engineers.
Pediatrics.

Library
There will be a meeting of all
graduate students who are
interested in the improvement of
library services in Conference
Room 40 (Zimmermann Library
basement) at 2:30p.m. on Friday,
October 24. Any who have ideas,
suggestions, complaints or
"unbounded desire" on the
. subject are asked to attend.

Art Journal
Three UNM art department
faculty members have articles
published in the October
"Leonardo: the International
Journal of the Contemporary
Artist."
Frederick Hammersley,
associate professor, has an article
on "Computer Drawings," Charles
Mattox, associate professor, on
"Kinetic Sculpture," and Milton
Howard, assistant professor, on
"Vacuum-Molded Sculpture."

The Student Organizing
Committee (SOC) will present
three Newsreel films, "Columbia
GSC on GSA
Revolt," "Lincoln Street Center,"
and "Garbage."
The Graduate Student Council
One concerns the riots at
will meet Tuesday at 7:30
(GSC)
Columbia, another is about the
garbage strike in New York, and p.m. in the Luther House on the
the last is about a radical student UNM campus to discuss plans for
the Graduate Student Association
group.
(GSA).
All interested graduate
An SOC spokesman said
students
are
invited to attend.
Newsreel film makers was the
only group asked by the student
New Doctor
demonstrators at Columbia to
film inside occupied buildings
A doctor who has spent two
during the student demonstrations
years
as a surgeon in Nigeria has
in May, 1968.
The total time of the films is been named assistant professor of
about one hour, 15 minutes. They pathology at the UNM School of
will be shown on Monday at 7 Medicine. His special research
p.m., and Tuesday at 1 p.m., interest is in clinical pathology.
He completed his residency
upstairs in the Union.
SOC is charging 25 cents to see training in pathology last May at
the Veteran's Administration
the films.
hospital in Iowa City. From 1963
to 1965 he was a surgeon with the
Naval Program
U.S. Public Health Service
working
as a general medicai
Applications for the Navy's
Regular NROTC program are now officer to the Peace Corps staff in
available to eligible male college Nigeria.
Dr. Brinker will be working
students.
The Navy College Aptitude with the medical school's teaching
Test, which must be taken by program at Veterans Hospital
applicants for the program, will be here.
given worldwide on Dec. 13.
Applications must be in the mail
Wengerd
before 14 Nov: if candidates are
to be eligible for the December
Dr.
Sherman A. Wengerd,
test.
professor of geology at UNM and
Regular NROTC students president of the New Mexico
receive financial aid for as much chapter of the American Institute
as four years of college. This of Professional Geologists, has
includes tuition, educational fees
recently returned from the
books, uniforms and $50.00 pe; institute's national meeting in St.
·month subsistence allowance.
Louis, Mo.
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Monday, Ortobcr 20
Vice l'r"-'lident for Student Affairs;
Union, Room 230; 11. n.m.
School of Law; Union, Room 231C;
12:30 p.m.
Tm\'Il Club; Union, Roam 230; 6:30 p.m.
Town Club pledges; Union, Room 231D;
6:30 p.m.
CSO; Unioh, Room 250C-E; 7 p.m.
Delta Sigma Phi; Union, Room 231A-B;
7 p.m.
SDS: Unian, Room 120: 7 p.m.
Alpha. Epsilon Pi; Union. Room 263;
7:30 p.m.
SOC; Union. upstairs.; 8 p_m ..
Language nnd Area Center: Uniont
Theater; 8 p.m.
Tuesday, Oetober 21
If you have a bicycle and want to do
more with group: Union; Room 231C; G
p.m.
Seminar in Liguisties nnd Language
Pedagogyj Ject11re~ 11 Lcarning to Read a.
Second Language/' ProCessor- Mile;; Zint.z;
Anthropology :U-6; 7 :30 p.m.

Retired Teacher
Dies in Kingsville
Dr. F. M. Kercheville, former
head . of the Department of
modern and classical languages at
UNM died in Kingsville, Texas, on
October 10, 1969. He retired
from the University in 1963 and
accepted a position at Texas A.
and 1., University at Kingsville.
Dr. Kercheville was born on
February 18, 1901 in Pearsall,
Texas, and studied for his B.A.
degree at Abilene Christian
College. He completed graduate
work at the University of
Wisconsin, and studied during
post-graduate years at universities
in France, Spain, and Mexico. He
came to UNM in 1931, after
teaching at the University of
Wisconsin where he received his
doctorate.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

I

1)

69 MIRAGE are now on sale for $5-tm.
205, .T ournalism Bldg.

MA'Y WE help yoU7 Renting-<Jelllnglisting. Residential properties. Walter
Duke Realty. 4704 Lamas NE. 268-3932.
10/28
1959 F'ORD, VB, radio, air conditioning1
$150. 3705'}., Campus. Leave name. 10/2•
200 USED l'V's, all styles. Save today.
. 441 Wyoming NE, 255•6987. 10/23
1959 Ford, !our door, good condition, $250
Call 265-4785, after 6.
1969 Harley-Davidson 350 cc•. Exeeiient
condition, $575. Call 242·0749 after 4
!>m. 10/20
.
19M GTO 4•s(Jecd, chrome whc<!ls. Asking
$1300. Must sell as I am buying another
car. Phone Grant at ~77-liOll after 6
pm. an week nights or on Sunday afternoon. 10/20
HONDA-160 Scrambler, like new. $360.
Call alter 4 p.m.~29G·3267. 10/21
'
1965 IMPALA, .automatic,
AM·FM, air.
$950. 313 Princetolt SE. 10/27

DO YOU lUTE your nails 1 Would yoU
like to stop 1 A limited number or people are being accepted in un expe_riment to stop nail biting. Under the auspices o£ UNM Psychology Dept. Call
Mr. Stephen, 277·2103 for appointment.
10/27

2)

LOST & FOUND

t.OST: Ulack & white kitten: 8 weeks old:
long_ hair; in Ha.rvard.. Silvc-r area: call
242·1557 or 277·4202 after 6 pm.
FOUND: 1969 Valley High Class Ring,
girls red stone. Call 299-6940.

(

./

I

LOST: Engagement rinr;; Zimmerman
Library. 'Please return, no qu~tions..
Reward. 298·3465. 1067 Matador SE.
10/20
WALLET LOST. Sentimental value, ID
267·86-8506. No questions. Call 242-4279.

CHEAP HDU!:?E
Sale or !'tent, $45/mo.
Not Fancy, But Clean.
See at 115 Pacific SE
or caU 299-0309 if Interested.

------

CAMPUS lAUNDRY
and ClEANING

I

"Der biggest name in
Hot Dogs"
4201 Central N.E. 265-741.0
6901 Lomas N.E. 268·6848
5810 Menaul N.E. 268-4147

Counselor Always on Duty
2106 Central 5.1:.
247.0836
~

TOYOTA CITY
1100 RIO GRANDENW
242-5000

P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

2. Lost & Found

6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

lNStRT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT-- TIMES STARTING _ __

.

Caln-op Dry-Cleaning
and laundry

,_

Sedan, 4spd, Bucket seats,

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

FORSALE

5)

LOOKING
FOR ECONOMY?
Be surc.to look and then
buy this 67 Datsun SSS

choose from at

Univer~ity

COLLEGE lNN BARBERSHOP offering
regular haircuts, ra1.o:t cub!; styling. 243·

THUNDERBillD taking contributions for
prose: short stories, essays, reviews,
plays, etc. Rm. 168, Journalism Bldg.,
all manuscript.• must be typed.

Monday, October 20
EDGERTON, GERMESHAUSEN &
GRillU, INC. EG&G-EE (BS, MS. PhD)
TEXAS EAS'fMAN COMPANY. DIVISION OF EASTMAN KODAK CO-ChE,
ME (BS, MS), Chern. (MS, PhD)
ARMY SPECIAL SERVICES, DEPT.
OF 'fHE ARMY-Liberal Arts, (BA),
Fine Arts (BA, MA)
Tuesday, October 21
GENERAL DYNAMICS-EEl, ME, (BS,
MS, PhD). Math., Physics. CE (MS, PhD)
PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY
-EE, ME, CE, IE (BS, MS)
TEXAS WATER RIGHTS COMMISSION
-CE, Gen. Engineering ( BS, lllS)
CITIES SERVICE OIL COMPANYOE, EE, ME, ChE (BS, MS)
Monday, October 27
PPG, INDUSTRIES-ChE, EE, ME,
Math., Chern, Acctg.
MOTOROLA INC., GOVERNMENT ELECTRONICS DIV.-EE (BS, MS), CORP.
ACCOUNTING-Acctg. (DBA). SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS DIV.-EE,
Physics, ChE, Metallurgist (BS, MS) for
Training Program, EE, Physics. ChE,
Metallurgy, Chern, (BS, MS, PhD) for lli·
rect placement
RURAL ELECTRIFICATION ADMINISTRATION-EE, ME, CE (BS), Acct.,
Mgt. (BBA)
Tuesday, October 28
PPG INDUSTRIES-ChE, EE, ME,
Math, Chern, AcctJ:!.
STANDARD OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA
-ChE, EE, ME (BS, MS)
HEWLETT PAC!CARD-EE, ME, Com·
}lut<~r Sci., Physi<'s, Mnth.. Gen. En~in
(BS, MS) EE. Computer Seicnce (PhD)
ANCHORAGE BOROUG!t SCHOOL
DISTRICT, ANCHORAGE, Af,ASKAKindcrgnrtcn thru Grade 12
Wcdnt".~doy, OC'tob~r 20
TEXAS WATER DEVI~I.OPM~;NT
BOARD-CI•], MB, Geolor:ists (l!S, MS)
Econ., (BS, MS l
UNION OJJ, COMPANY OF CALI·
FOUNIA-ChE, ME, CB (llSl
AUTHUU ANDF:I\SI•:N & COMPANY~
Busin!'ss Admin., Af'rtrr.• Law
ANCHORA(m IlOitOUGH SCHOOf,
DISTRIC1', ANCHORAG!', ALASKAKinderr:nrt('n thru Grad~ 12
Thursday, October 30
ARIIIY & AIR I•'ORCE ...:X('UANGE
SERVJCg-Aor!!r., Arch.IMI~, l!u.q. Ad·
min., Math, .Jt~eon., Ind. }{(I),, p,-,.yrholot:Y,
Audit, ll!nrlwtin!<
AR'rHUit ANDERSEN & COMPANYBuainMs Admin •• Arctg., Law
AMERICAN GENERAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.- All majors
MONTGOMERY WARD-Gen. Bus., Rc·
tnilinrt or Econ.. lJilu:,rnl Arts for Jr.
1\lanng:rnwnt 'rrnint'C, Bt1s.. Lib('oral Arts,
Fin., Mnth., Econ. for Credit 1\fanar.emcnt
-Acctv.., Audit for Controller & Attditors
J. Ill. HUBER CORPORA1'ION-ChE,
l\lE (BS, MSl
Fridny, October 31
ARMY AND Aut FORCE EXCHANGE
SERVICE-Aoctg., Arch./ME, Bus. Admin.,
Mnth, Econ., Ind. Uel., l'sychology, Audit,
1\lnrketlng
TOUCHE, ROSS & COMPANY-Acctg.,
Finance

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

illONING-humane rates, pickup and de·
livery. Bagworm and Washerwoman
Ltd. 247-8737. 10/27
.

DEADLINE for inserting classified 4 :00
p.m.-will go in next day'B Lobo.

lllllllllllllllllllllllll11111111111lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli1111111:JIIIIIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

economical imports to

255-2700

SERVICES

3)

PERSONALS.

Recruiters rcpres(!nting the following
companies or agencies wi11 visit the Center
to interview candidates for positions:

1275. Several other

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word miniWHERE: Journalism Building. Room
mum ($1.40) per time l"llll. If ad is to
169, afternoons preferably or mail.
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 5e
Classlfied Advertising
per word.. and the minimum number of
UNM P.O. Box ZO
words to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement.

I

Recruiting U

Blue with Black interior.

Tuesday Special
4 Shirts for $1.00

It

ENCLbSED $,_ _...,___

NEV\1

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

LOOK

FASHION CLEANERS
Quality Cleaning
Shirts Done To
Perfection
Alterations & Tailoring

1349 San Mateo S.E.

I
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Tuesday, October 21, 1969

NMCLU Letter
Requests Study
Of BYU Policies

Early, Early

At last, the perfect store for the Christmas shopper. lt'SJ hard to
criticize this place for rushing the season, but wow, are they rushing
the season.

Project. Gives Dropouts Aid
Home Improvement Program Trains Unskilled
(Editor's Note: The following
article is the sixth in a continuing
series of articles on the Institute
for Research and Social Deevlopment (ISRAD).
By JEAN McANDREWS ··,
The UNM-sponsored Home Improvement Project (HIP) is now
in its fourth year, and as L. E.
Roberts, director of HIP, says,
the fact that it has lasted for so
long is evidence of its success.
The project has the elements of
success; it takes high school
dropouts without any particular
skills and trains them for two
hours a da:y in basic educational
subjects such as · English and
mathematics. For the remaining
six hours in the work day th'lly
receive on-the-job training renovating homes of the poor in Al·
buquerque. The homeowners supply the building material if possible- but if not, they may use
supplies donated by Albuquerque
businessmen. So far, HIP has
received about $40,000 worth of
donated materials.
Two Centers
There are presently about 50
workers going through training.
The workers, as well as the
houses to be improved, are selected from the poverty areas.
HIP has two center-classrooms:
one in Arenal and one in San
Jose. These communities, and
others, handle recruitment of
workers, who are paid $1.60 an
hour.
There are three options open to
workers who have completed
training: they can go into union
apprenticeship, advanced training, or directly into other employment. The project has a place·ment and :follow-up service, and
even acts as a pli.role agent for
the workers if necessary.
Rpberts said yesterday that

SDS-SOC Film
"Cuba-Ten Years of Revolution" is the subject of a speech
and slide show to be given tonight
at 91 by Robin Maisel, national
field secretary o£ the Young Socialist Alliance.
Maisel spent five weeks in
Cuba this past January as a gue'St
of the Cubnn government.
He ·will speak in Room 129 o£
the Union, under the auspices of
of Students for a. Democratic So·
ciety (SDS) and with the help
and cooperation of the Student
Organizing Committee (SOC).
Admission is :free.

there are three aspects of the ISRAD now, although it is older
program to account for its suc- than that program. HIP works
cess: (1) it provides training for in conjunction with such groups
school dropouts who probably as the Red Cross and local concould not qualify for any other tractors for flood renewal in the
project, {2) it makes possible south valley area.
The project's main problem,
housing development and imsays
Director Roberts, is its
pro\·ement in low-income communities, and (3) it encourages trouble in refunding: "Federal
community members to get to- guidelines are not rational enough
gether and to get involved in de- to adapt themselves to simple,
velopment. Ninety-eight per cent workable projects." He has more
of the HIP workers and home to say about the projects advantages: "The chief value of IDP
owners are Spanish-American.
The program, which formerly in a Southwestern city such as
funded through the Office of Eco- Albuquerque is that it provides a
nomic Opportunity, now operates 'holding action' in communities
under a sub-contract from the where other federal programs
U.S. Department of Labor. It has (such as urban renewal and model
received $1,500,000 in govern- ~ities) wi11 eventually provide
ment grants. It is also a part of long-range solutions.''

Legislators Will I-I ear
Students' Testimony
Three UNM students will testify before the legislative
committee investigating the state's universities this Friday.
Bill Pickens, UNM graduate student; Ron Cul'ry, ASUNM
president; and Wayne Ciddio, Lobo editor will each give a
short present~l{?n and answe_r quest!on~ from the committee members m an open meetmg begmnmg at 9 a.m., Room
323 in the Capitol Building, Santa Fe.
Pickens will talk on the concepts and history of UNM,
and discuss the teport on the reform possibilities in student
government he prepared this summer. Ciddio will discuss the
function of special interest and minority groups on campus,
and the function and pul'poses of the Lobo.
Curry will discuss the function of ASUNM and the stu~
dent's role in the University government.
Acad~mic Freedom
"I think this testimony will indicate the gl'eat majority of
students are willing to defend the concept of academic freedom, and are serious in effol'ts to keep the University a place
where new and novel ideas exist/' said Curry.
"Since our time is limited I thought it would be more beneficial to all concerned to limit the numbers of speakers before
the committee," he said. "We will give written biographies
of OUl'Selves to the committee/'
Curry several weeks ag() w1·ote a letter to committee chairman Senator I. M. Smalley requesting the committee to hear
a 11representative sampling'' of student opinion.
Curry and Ciddio have requested any minority groups who
wish their opinions expressed before the committee meet
with them tonight at 8 p.m. Either Ciddio or Curry may be
contacted concerning the meeting place,

The New Mexico Civil Liberties Union (NMCLU) has
written a letter to UNM President Ferrel Heady urging the
University to "re-examine whether the University's" interests are being served by a continued association with Brigham Young University (BYU).
The NMCLU's action came as a result of the University of
Wyoming's suspension from its football team of 14 black
athletes last week for participating in a "protest against
racist policies of Brigham Young and its sponsor, the Mormon Church," according to the letter.
The letter also asked Heady to use his influence in attempting to "persuade Wyoming to reverse its precipitous
action."
The suspension of the 44 football players came as a result
of their wearing black armbands in a student protest on Friday, prior to the Wyoming-BYU game. Wyoming coach Lloyd
Eaton explained his action was "necessary to maintain team
discipline."
Eaton said he had a clear-cut policy prohibiting any team
member from participating in student demonstrations. However, several team members said after the suspension they
knew of no such policy. The suspensions were later upheld
by the Wyoming Trustees.
"All the specifics underlying Wyoming's dismissal of the
black athletes and the specifics of present BYU policies are
important issues but are not our main reason for communicating with you," the letter said.
Calculated to Silence
"The NMCLU's main concern is that the Western Athletic
Conference may be characterized as a bastion of racism and
repression, particularly if the Wyoming action is not rescinded promptly.
"It is more than high time for aU of us to come to grips
with the racial climate and take what positive steps are available to each of us to improve a deteriorating situation. First,
we urge you to exert what influence you can to persuade
Wyoming to reverse its precipitious action. Second, we urge
you to initiate new·steps within UNM to re-examine whether
the University's· and the nation's interests are being served
by continued association in a conference harboring racist
institutions," the letter said.
"In an era when the U.S. Supreme Court has recognized
the right of even junior high school students to express
themselves via armbands, the Wyoming Trustees' action is
a shocking disregard to basic free speech rights.
"Taken in the context of the protest movement against
BYU engaged in by other Wyoming students, the action must
be strongly denounced as a racist response calculated to
silence those who object to continued association with BYU,"
the letter said.

SDS Discussion

Brad Eisenbrey, SDS executive
committee member, will head an
SDS committee to discuss contillued M~ratorium Day activities.

.,

